Letter from wagon painter Iver Henningsen, soldier in the German army on the Eastern Front during World War One,  to his wife, children and father in law in Haderslev now part of Denmark, then part of Germany.

The letter is translated from an uneven Danish and is sometimes very abrupt in stile mainly due to the conditions under which  it was writein. It has been sought to preserve these characteristics in the translation, this is of course not entirely possible but hopefully the stile and spirit of the writter is better expressed through this than through a summary.
The sections and much of the puntuation has been added by the translator.

This letter was written when Iver Henningsen was stationed near Augustow which before World War One was part of the Russian Empire. After the war it became Polish and peasants which Henningsen called Russians most likely spoke Polish.

Russia, March 18. 

Dear darling and all beloved
As I today have som time I will write to you about the condtions in Russia. In these parts it is mostly small farms and houses, no big farms and manors. For 1200 rubels (1 rubel equals 1 pfennig) a Russian buys a small farm with 2 small horses, the same number of cattle and pigs and more than all the land he could wish and manage. The buildings are, as you have seen on the pictures, not very well kept and dirty.
Inside the house consists of a kitchen, a bed room, living room and a large pantry. Now we will visit the kitchen, all are built a like. The stove is simply a slate. In connection with the stove is the oven and the heat goes through the bed room and living room. Here is the fire place built as our wide ovens but of heatproof stones. The stove is fired with huge logs of spruce. The oven in the kitchen is built with place for two persons on top including louse and bed clothes. This space is always occupied by the oldest members of the family or the smaller children of which there always are a small flock. In these days we tend to stay in the kitchen. The floor is of clay. The kitchen furnitures are mostly scares: an old cupboard and wooden bench, a basin for water and in the corner a swill tub. Three dirty pots, one frying pan, that are not washed every day, are all it contains. When dinner is ready, mostly potatos, everybody takes place around the kettel on the floor and eat away with wooden spoons. The left overs is placed in the swill tub. The chickens lives behind the oven as is the case with the smaller pigs. After dinner it is usually time for the daily louse hunt, yes it sounds comic, but now we are use to it.
Now we enter the bedroom. The beds are made of raw planks, dirty linnen. A couple of craddles is of course indispensable. As a couriosity a corner of the living room is always filled with four holy pictures on each wall near the celling. Of course the room is no higher than you can only just pass the beams and many you can not pass. To pass through the door you have to bow. The floor is raw spruce. The living room, most often a corner room, is simple or rather very poorly furnished. The furnitures are mostly home made. The house´s outer walls are made of rough spruce logs proofed with moss and clay. Inside the partitioning walls are made of boards hold together by moss and clay. Everything chalked white. The windows are small and double, can´t be opened. But here comes the most funny and original, the windows are proofed with living moss, which is always green.
The inhabintans are greek-catholic. The chapels and crosses, pictures of Virgin Mary are found everywhere. Their common life is completely opposite of what is told of the Russians. We can of course only speak about the areas we have visited. Whole families, often 3-4 generations. The old, a couple of sons in law or daughters in law, brothers and sisters in law all with dirty children i complete agreement. Often it is difficult to know about the kinship among them because children get children without knowing the Father and others. On thing is however true and is also told from other regions: never have they heard of fighting among the Russians and never seen the Spirit Vodka in their houses. They are just as fraudenlent and holy as they are lasy. Panje, the head of the family, does nothing, like all other males he is born in long boots, sheepskin coat and fur hat. The women on the other hand are lightly dressed. Underwear is unknown to them, short dirty skirts, the indispensable scarfe around the greasy, tangled, lousy hair and bare-legged. 
	When it becomes evening, 9 o´clock, the family is ordered to bed. Then we fill the kitchen, bed room and living room with straw. In the kitchen is our section, 12 men, in the bed room the second section, 8 men. They are the most unfortunate with the noise of the children and other unrest. The Russians are not ashamed to follow the lust of nature while others are present. In the living room are two sections, 24 men. Fresh air is to them like kissing the devil and like them they (the children) stand eyes wide open, the old ones shaking their heads, when we wash ourself in the brook near the farm. They relief themself men and women next to each other in the yard or behind the barn with out taking notice of us, it is natural. They have most likely never ever been in a privy. Due to hygienich reasons the doctor has ordered that every house in which we are quartered must [the letter is not complete]



